Cleveland Community Police Commission Search and Seizure Workgroup Memorandum
Re: Pursuit Policy Recommendations
August 31, 2020

Dear Chief Williams,
Enclosed you will find the Cleveland Community Police Commission’s recommendations for updating the
Division’s General Police Order 3.2.02 Vehicle Pursuits.
Our work group recognizes the Division’s 2015 effort to update the vehicle pursuit policy and make
many progressive changes at that time. We applaud that effort and acknowledge that the current policy
is generally good and in line with many of the recommendations from national organizations as well as
the State of Ohio circa 2015.
After the tragic pursuit related death of 13 year old Tamia Chappman in December of 2019, many
community members asked the Commission to take a look at the existing policy. We have concluded that
five years is a reasonable time to consider making several updates that will enhance your previous efforts
in this area.
The CPC’s recommendations center on three key areas:
1. Further refining when an officer can use an authorized emergency vehicle to pursue a suspect
and incorporating additional best practices for these pursuits;
2. Defining training standards and limiting officers who are authorized to pursue to “sufficiently
trained officers” only;
3. Outlining criteria for reporting pursuit data to the public.
The Consent Decree views pursuits as a Use of Force and mandates in ¶ 45 (l) that CDP “will continue
to limit vehicle pursuits to those in which the need to capture the suspect outweighs the danger to the
public.” An update to the policy in 2020 or 2021 will ensure operational compliance with this paragraph.
Additionally, a segment of the Community that has been disproportionately affected by vehicle pursuits in
their neighborhood(s) has asked the CPC to work with the Division and advocate for continued change.
A policy update in the wake of last year’s tragedy does not imply that the policy was at fault, but shows
the Division is empathetic to the Community’s concerns. We understand time and workload are always
a factor in determining when to update a policy. The additional time and effort put into this important issue
will no doubt pay dividends in building further community trust and confidence in the CDP.
We look forward to continuing a dialogue about these recommendations.

Respectfully,
Commissioner Gordon Friedman
Chair, Search and Seizure Work Group

Attachments: 1) CPC’s Model GPO 2) Explanation of Changes 3) LVMPD UoF Annual Pursuit Report

Cleveland Community Police Commission Search and Seizure Work Group
Attachment 2) Explanation of Recommendations for Vehicle Pursuit GPO

Explanation of Recommendations for Vehicle Pursuit GPO
The work group acknowledges that the Division’s 2015 GPO is generally good, especially when taken in
the context of the year it was produced. Our recommendations were derived from existing research into
current best practices. Focusing on three primary cities; New Orleans, Las Vegas, and Cincinnati, we
compared language in the Division’s current GPO against language in the most recently available policies
from these locations.
We recognize that all law enforcement agencies are unique and therefore we discussed each change the
work group recommended in the context of Cleveland and considered how it would apply here. The
result was a hybrid model policy that combines Cleveland’s existing GPO with elements from New
Orleans, Cincinnati and Las Vegas when deemed appropriate and beneficial.
The recommendations can be grouped into three categories:
1. Further refining when an officer can use an authorized emergency vehicle to pursue a suspect
and incorporating additional best practices for these pursuits;
2. Defining training standards and limiting officers who are authorized to pursue to “sufficiently
trained officers” only;
3. Outlining criteria for reporting pursuit data to the public;

Highlights from Refining of Pursuit Criteria and Pursuit Procedures:
A. The Policy Section was updated to add further clarity for officers and achieve the following:
●

“Discourage” pursuits in general. A shift in thinking nationally is occurring from a hot
pursuit mentality to quick and efficient analysis of all sources that can lead to
identification, i.e., cameras etc. followed by a rapid follow up from other units to locate the
suspect and make an arrest. In Atlanta they have set a goal to defer most pursuits and
employ a 48hr standard for capture of suspects in these instances using other resources.

●

Limit definition of “violent felony.” The work group felt that using the strict meaning in the
Ohio Revised Code was too broad. Overall the group felt there are some violent felonies
that may not justify an immediate hot vehicle pursuit and may unduly risk the public
should a vehicle pursuit occur.

●

Add “necessary” as the standard that encompasses the risk analysis of danger to the
community. This term is taken from the Use of Force domain and adds an extra layer of
analysis which reduces risk.

●

Call attention to several important concepts including the presence of a weapon and the
act of fleeing itself. Introduction of these relevant and important considerations in the
initial page makes them more likely to be remembered and reinforces their importance.

B. Definitions were grouped in sections that may be more helpful for officers and supervisors.
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Defining Training Standards
A policy is only as strong as the training and implementation. Pursuits require a high level of technical skill
and analytical ability. While general training is provided in the OPOTA curriculum
for Basic Police Academy that covers emergency vehicle driving and pursuits it does not cover the
specifics of Cleveland’s policy.
In addition, we believe this policy is complex and requires a minimum of annual refreshing in order to
ensure officers are readily able to recall its core principles. An important recommendation is that officers
must complete the annual training in order to initiate a pursuit per the policy.

Reporting
Pursuits are an area of public concern. Transparency in this area will help build public confidence and
trust. Attached is an excerpt from the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department’s annual use of force
report which provides micro-details into pursuits the department engages in. We recommend the adoption
of these data sets as well as inclusion in the Cleveland Division of Police’s annual Use of Force.

A note regarding documentation and investigatory requirements in the policy
The work group was made aware that many of the practices related to documentation of pursuits
including forms and investigative responsibilities have changed over the years and the policy does not
reflect actual practices. We are unable to comment on these processes other than to recommend the
policy is updated to reflect current forms and procedures.

There are other changes to the policy that are not highlighted here. Please feel free to follow up with
any additional questions about wording or ideas in the model policy provided.
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MODEL POLICE ORDER
COMMUNITY POLICE COMMISSION
ORIGINAL EFFECTIVE DATE:

SUBJECT:

ASSOCIATED MANUAL:

REVISED DATE:

CPC Recommendations 2020

NO. PAGES:

1 of 17

NUMBER:

CPC DRAFT VEHICLE
PURSUITS
RELATED ORDERS:

3.2.07, 9.1.09

PURPOSE: To establish guidelines for pursuit driving as required by the Ohio
Revised Code, Section 2935.031. This policy is not all inclusive,
but is designed to provide direction and clarity.
POLICY: In general, officers are discouraged from pursuing in vehicles.
However, there are limited circumstances when pursuits are
allowed.
An officer may use an authorized emergency vehicle to pursue
unlawfully fleeing suspect(s) only when probable cause exists that
a violent felony (as described in this policy’s definitions ONLY)
was committed or attempted and when pursuits are;
1) lawful per Ohio Revised Code and
2) necessary. Necessary for the purposes of this policy means there
is a reasonable and articulable immediate danger the suspect
presents to the community at large or to a specific member(s) of
the community. This danger must outweigh the duty to protect
the general public from risks associated with a dangerous vehicle
pursuit.
The definition of a violent felony is found on page 5, and the
specific criteria for initiating a pursuit are listed in Procedure I on
pages 5 and 6.
Pursuits for misdemeanor offenses, traffic, or civil infractions
are prohibited. Vehicle pursuits may never be used for the
protection of property.
Officers shall err on the side of caution and interpret this policy
in the more restrictive manner if, for any reason, this directive
does not offer clear guidance for a specific set of circumstances.

3.2.02
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The act of fleeing in and of itself is not sufficient cause to engage
in a pursuit
The reporting of or confirmed presence a weapon used in
commission of the alleged violent felony crime does not
automatically imply that the danger to the public if the suspect
remains at large is greater than the danger of the pursuit itself.
Lawfulness of pursuits is defined by the following sections of the
Ohio Revised Code:
● 2744.02(B)(1)(a), Governmental Functions and Proprietary
Functions of Political Subdivisions
● 2935.03 Authority to arrest without warrant - pursuit outside
jurisdiction
● 2935.031, Policy for Pursuit in Motor Vehicle
● 2921.331, Failure to Comply with Order or Signal of Police
Officer
● 4511.03 - Emergency vehicles at red signal or stop sign
● 4511.041- Exceptions to traffic rules for emergency or public
safety vehicle responding to emergency call
● 4511.24 - Speed limits not applicable to emergency or public
safety vehicles
● 4511.45 - Right-of-way of public safety or coroner's vehicle
● 4513.21 - Horns, sirens, and warning devices
Ohio Revised Code Section 4511.041 establishes certain exceptions
for public safety vehicles but, “does not relieve the driver...from the
duty to drive with DUE REGARD for the safety of all persons and
property upon the highway.”
DEFINITIONS:
Equipment:
Authorized Emergency Vehicle—A properly equipped vehicle, owned and operated
by or for a government agency, to protect and preserve life and property for a planned
or unplanned response, in accordance with state laws regulating emergency vehicles
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Players/Units involved
Controlling Supervisor - is the supervisor that assumes all the responsibilities
associated with the management of a pursuit (including the pursuit initiation,
continuation, and termination). The controlling supervisor is responsible for the
investigations (i.e. Use of Less Lethal Force, member injury, damage to city property,
etc.) created as a result of the pursuit, excluding investigations conducted by the
supervisor of the controlling supervisor, Use of Deadly Force Investigation Team
(UDFIT), or Pursuit Investigation Team (PIT). The controlling supervisor shall be the
sector supervisor assigned to the sector the pursuit is initiated in. If the immediate
supervisor of the officer initiating the pursuit is not the sector supervisor of the sector
the pursuit is initiated in, the immediate supervisor may request to take over the
controlling supervisor duties from the sector supervisor. If the sector supervisor of the
sector in which the pursuit began is handling an urgent and more pressing matter that
requires their full time and attention, then another sector supervisor or available higher
ranking officer shall take control of the management of the pursuit.

Primary Unit—the initiating pursuing unit unless relieved by another unit.
Radio Supervisor - is the supervisor assigned to the Communications Control Section
(CCS) that has the responsibility to ensure relevant information is relayed to the
controlling supervisor, scene supervisor, and surrounding District supervisors. The
radio supervisor shall actively monitor all vehicle pursuits including AVL and radio
traffic. The radio supervisor shall be the sergeant assigned to CCS or the chief
dispatcher if a sergeant is unavailable.
Scene Supervisor - is the supervisor assigned to the sector where the pursuit ends. The
scene supervisor is the incident commander of the scene until the controlling supervisor
or a higher ranking supervisor arrives on scene. If a pursuit leaves the City of Cleveland
the supervisor assigned to the last sector the pursuit was in remains the scene supervisor
until the pursuit ends or reenters the City of Cleveland. If the pursuit ends outside the
City of Cleveland the scene supervisor shall assist the local agency in any way
requested.
Secondary Unit—the second Authorized Emergency Vehicle in a pursuit
Tactics during a pursuit:
Blocking or vehicle intercept—A slow-speed, coordinated maneuver where two or
more law enforcement vehicles simultaneously intercept and block the movement of a
suspect vehicle, the driver of which may be unaware of the impending enforcement
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stop. The goal is containment and preventing a pursuit. Blocking is not a moving or
stationary road block. Blocking or vehicle intercept is not authorized by this Division.
Boxing in—A tactic designed to stop a violator's vehicle by surrounding it with law
enforcement vehicles and then slowing all vehicles to a stop. Boxing in is not authorized
by this Division.
Caravanning—The practice, during a vehicle pursuit, of more than two authorized
emergency vehicles following each other in a relative single file, usually with less than
sufficient reactionary distance between the vehicles to adjust for sudden movement or
actions by the preceding vehicles.
Parallel Pursuit - is the tactic of a police vehicle operator to mirror, on adjacent streets,
the direction and speed of vehicles actively involved in an authorized pursuit. This
procedure must be approved by the Controlling Supervisor.

Pursuit Intervention Technique (PIT)—a low-speed maneuver intended to
terminate the pursuit by causing the violator's vehicle to spin out of control and
come to a stop. PIT is not authorized by this Division.
Ramming—the deliberate act of impacting a violator's vehicle with another vehicle to
functionally damage or otherwise force the violator's vehicle to stop. Ramming is a
deadly force technique. Ramming is not authorized by this Division.
Clear The Air - is a phrase used by CCS personnel or police officers to signify a
vehicle pursuit is in progress and that only communications related to that pursuit
should be broadcast. It shall not be construed as meaning only the zone car or officer
involved in the pursuit may broadcast. Other information related to the pursuit shall be
broadcast (e.g. officers responding, officers taking proactive measures to assist,
supervisors granting or denying permission, supervisors moving zone cars to best
resolve the pursuit). The phrase “clear the air” is not an official order but rather a
prudent suggestion to units. Other critical incidents may make it necessary for units to
broadcast information at the same time a pursuit is taking place.

Pursuit Terminology:
Pursuit Perimeter - is the zone the pursuit is occurring in. The pursuit perimeter is
fluid and changes as the pursuit moves.
Reasonably Necessary - the immediate danger to the public created by the pursuit is
less than the immediate risk to the public should the pursuit not continue.
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Self-Dispatch - is a term used to describe the action of officers taking it upon
themselves to respond to a scene or incident without being requested by CCS and not
informing CCS of the response to assist. Self-dispatching does not allow CCS and/or
supervisors to know the true number of units and/or officers on a scene or involved in
an incident.
Vehicular Pursuit - occurs when there is an active attempt by an officer in an
authorized emergency vehicle to apprehend a suspect who is attempting to elude the
police.
Vehicular Pursuit Termination - occurs when the pursuing vehicle advises the
Communications Control Section (CCS) they are discontinuing the pursuit or when
ordered to do so by a supervisor; and does so by returning to normal vehicular
operations, deactivating its emergency lights and sirens, and changes direction away
from the offender’s last known direction.
Violent Felony: For this purposes of this order, violent felony means aggravated
murder (2903.01) attempted aggravated murder, murder (2903.02), attempted murder,
voluntary manslaughter (2903.03), involuntary manslaughter (R.C. 2903.04),
discharging a firearm at or into a habitation (2923.161(A)(1)) or felonious assault that
was committed with a firearm (2903.11(A)(2)).
PROCEDURES:
I.

Sufficiently trained officers may initiate a vehicle pursuit when ALL of the
following criteria are met:
A.

There is substantial evidence that a known suspect is fleeing in a
vehicle immediately after committing a VIOLENT FELONY as
defined by this order;

B.

The suspect has continued to flee despite having been given a signal
to stop by a commissioned member who has identified themselves as
a police officer;

C.

The pursuit is necessary because the suspect poses an articulable risk
of imminently committing another VIOLENT FELONY. The mere
fact that the suspect has allegedly committed one VIOLENT
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FELONY and might not otherwise be immediately apprehended is
not enough to establish the pursuit is necessary;

II.

D.

The pursuit is reasonable because the danger of pursuit to the
community is substantially less than the imminent danger the
suspect presents to a specific member(s) of the community; and,

E.

The officer is operating an authorized emergency vehicle and has
been sufficiently trained in how to conduct vehicle pursuits
consistent with this order.

Factors that shall be considered, both individually and collectively, when
deciding to initiate or continue a pursuit include:
A.

The seriousness of the known or reasonably suspected violent felony
as defined by this order and its relationship to community safety.

B.

The importance of protecting the public and balancing the known or
reasonably suspected offense, and the apparent need for immediate
apprehension against the risks to officers, innocent motorists and
others.

C.

The nature of the fleeing suspect (e.g., whether the suspect represents
a serious, ongoing threat of death or serious injury. Reckless driving
during the pursuit does not justify a continued pursuit.

D.

The identity of the suspect has been verified and there is minimal risk
in allowing the suspect to be apprehended at a later time.

E.

The safety of the public in the area of the pursuit, including the type
of area, time of day, the amount of vehicular and pedestrian traffic
(e.g., school zones) and the speed of the pursuit relative to these
factors

F.

The pursuing officer's familiarity with the area of the pursuit, the
quality of radio communication between the pursuing units and the
dispatcher/supervisor, and the driving capabilities of the pursuing
officers under the conditions of the pursuit.

G.

The weather, traffic and road conditions that unreasonably increase
the danger of the pursuit when weighed against the risks resulting
from the suspect's escape.
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H.

The performance capabilities and type of authorized emergency
vehicles used in the pursuit in relation to the speed and other
conditions of the pursuit.

I.

Vehicle speeds.

J.

Other persons in or on the pursued vehicle (e.g., passengers, cooffenders and hostages).

K.

The availability of other resources or technology (e.g., helicopter,
airplane, drone, etc.).

L.

The police unit is carrying passengers other than on-duty police
officers (e.g., ride-along, emergency transport of civilians, prisoners,
etc.). Pursuits shall not be undertaken with a passenger in the pursuit
vehicle.

When to Terminate a Pursuit:
A.

Pursuits should be terminated whenever the totality of the
circumstances, known or which ought to be known to the officer or
supervisor during the pursuit, indicate the present risk of continuing
the pursuit appears to outweigh the risk resulting from the suspect's
escape. While the Department has restricted pursuits to violent
felonies, there are situations where conditions require these pursuits
to be terminated.

B.

Pursuing officers shall immediately terminate a pursuit if:
1.

The level of danger to life outweighs the need for immediate
apprehension. Examples include but are not limited to the
pursued driver:
a.

Not attempting to slow for red lights or stop signs.

b.

Intentionally driving left of center and into oncoming
traffic.

c.

Speeds far in excess of safe limits relative to road and
traffic conditions.
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d.

Blatant disregard for the safety of other vehicles or
pedestrians.

e.

Pedestrian and vehicle traffic is heavy such as rush hour
or school dismissal.

2.

Ordered to do so by a supervisor.

3.

Contact with CCS or other units involved in the pursuit is lost.

4.

There is sufficient identifying information and reasonable
probability of arresting the fleeing suspect later.

5.

The distance between the pursuing vehicle and the pursued
vehicle is so great that apprehension is unlikely and continuing
the pursuit creates an unreasonable risk to the public and
officers.

6.

The pursued vehicle's location is no longer definitely known
(visual contact is lost).

7.

The officer's pursuit vehicle sustains damage or a mechanical
failure that renders it unsafe to operate.

8.

The pursuit vehicle has an emergency equipment failure that
causes the vehicle to no longer qualify for authorized
emergency vehicle status.

9.

When the pursuit is futile, such as when the suspect continues
to flee and there is no plan to get him or her to stop.

When a pursuit is terminated by the pursuing officer’s choice or an order
from a supervisor, the officer shall, in this order:
A.

Slow down to normal vehicle operation.

B.

Turn off all emergency equipment (lights and sirens).

C.

Confirm the pursuit is terminated by notifying CCS and the controlling
supervisor.

D.

Change direction away from the offender’s last known direction.
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Officers shall not follow a suspect vehicle after a pursuit has been
terminated.
V.

VI.

Pursing Officers Additional Duties:
A.

Officers initiating a pursuit shall immediately notify CCS that a
pursuit is underway, provide the reason for the pursuit, direction of
travel, description of the vehicle, license plate number, number of
occupants and the speeds involved. (Acknowledgment from CCS of
an officer’s engagement in a pursuit does NOT constitute permission
to continue pursuit. That permission shall come from the controlling
supervisor.)

B.

The first unit immediately behind the fleeing offender shall be
referred to as the primary pursuit unit and the unit behind the
primary pursuit unit shall be referred to as the secondary pursuit
unit. When the Aviation Unit joins a pursuit they shall be the primary
pursuit unit.

C.

Pursuing officers shall immediately switch to the main
communication channel of the district of occurrence if operating on
another channel (i.e. Tactical, Traffic, Special Events).

D.

Pursuing officers shall become the secondary unit if driving an
unmarked unit or if the unit is not equipped with a light bar, when a
marked unit with a light bar and siren is available as the primary
pursuit unit.

E.

Pursuing officers shall remain on the channel of the district the pursuit
began in for the duration of the pursuit.

Officers shall not:
A.

Self-dispatch.

B.

Engage in a pursuit in a police vehicle that contains witnesses,
suspects, complainants, ride-alongs, or other non-police personnel.

C.

Pass the primary pursuit unit if acting as a secondary pursuit unit,
unless the tactical advantage has clearly moved to a secondary pursuit
unit due to a lapse in pursuit by the primary pursuit unit. All pursuit
units shall maintain an assured clear distance from each other and the
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pursued vehicle.
D.

Attempt to employ any procedure that involves physical contact
between the pursuing vehicle and the pursued vehicle unless approved
by the controlling supervisor.

E.

Continue the pursuit when operating a motorcycle or unmarked unit
if a marked unit with a light bar and siren is available to take over the
pursuit.

F.

Join a pursuit in an unmarked unit unless equipped with emergency
red or blue lights and siren unless it is to save or preserve the lives of
innocent persons.

G.

Engage in a parallel pursuit without permission from the controlling
supervisor. Following a pursuit on parallel streets is considered an
active engagement in a pursuit and is prohibited for vehicles that are
not the primary pursuit unit, the secondary pursuit unit, or additional
units approved by the controlling supervisor.

VII. Supervisor Duties
A.

Supervisory and management control will be exercised over all
vehicle pursuits involving officers from the CDP.

B.

The platoon supervisor from the district where the pursuit initiated
or, if unavailable, any other supervisor of the same district shall be
the “controlling supervisor” and be responsible for the following:

C.

Upon becoming aware of a pursuit, immediately notifying involved
officers and Communications Services of their supervisory presence
on the primary communications channel of the District in which the
pursuit is taking place.

D.

Controlling Supervisor Responsibilities:
1.

Ascertaining all available information about the pursuit from
the primary unit or Communications.

2.

Continuously assessing the situation and risk factors associated
with the pursuit in order to ensure that the pursuit is conducted
within Department guidelines.
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3.

Providing on-scene supervision.

4.

Exercising management and control of the pursuit.

5.

Ensuring that no more than the required number of law
enforcement units needed are involved in the pursuit.

6.

Terminating the pursuit if, in the supervisor’s judgment, the
pursuit is not justified or safe to continue.

7.

Ensuring the proper radio communications channel is being
used.

8.

Ensuring outside law enforcement agencies are notified and/or
coordinated if the pursuit either leaves or is likely to leave
Cleveland or enter another agency’s jurisdiction.

9.

Controlling and managing CDP units when a pursuit enters
another jurisdiction.

10.

Completing the Vehicle Pursuit Report). This will include a
post- pursuit critique and analysis of the pursuit.

The controlling supervisor shall not actively engage in the pursuit and
remain the controlling supervisor.
E.

Platoon Commander Responsibilities
If on duty at time the pursuit is initiated the platoon commander
shall:
1. Upon becoming aware a pursuit has been initiated, the District
Platoon Commander of the District in which the pursuit originates,
shall monitor and continually assess the situation and ensure the
pursuit is conducted within the guidelines and requirements of this
policy. The platoon commander, at their discretion, can assume the
role of controlling supervisor. They must expressly do so on the
primary communications channel of the District in which the
pursuit is taking place.
2. The Platoon Commander shall review all pertinent reports for
content and forward them through the chain-of-command as
directed for each report.
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Specialized Units
Control supervision may be transferred to a supervisor of a
specialized unit if officers assigned to that unit initiated the pursuit
and are in the primary pursuit vehicle.

G.

Other Supervisors’ Responsibilities
1. Supervisors at the rank of captain or above shall not be the
controlling supervisor, but shall monitor vehicle pursuits involving
officers under their command. Any supervisor of a higher rank than
the controlling supervisor may terminate a pursuit.
2. Sector supervisors and support unit supervisors shall provide
support to the controlling supervisor by tactically placing police
units within the pursuit perimeter when a pursuit enters their sector
or the area their units are operating in. Sector supervisors and
support unit supervisors shall notify the controlling supervisor of
any support provided.
3. Sector supervisors receiving information from CCS of a pursuit in
an adjoining district shall monitor that pursuit via that pursuing
district’s radio channel, in the event that the pursuit enters their
sector. Adjoining district sector supervisors shall advise the
controlling supervisor of any issues or factors in their district that
would assist the controlling supervisor if the pursuit were to enter
the adjoining district.

VIII. Communications Control Section Duties
A.

CCS is an essential and integral part of monitoring and controlling a
vehicle pursuit.

B.

CCS dispatchers shall:
1.

Immediately notify the CCS sworn supervisor or chief
dispatcher
a.

That a pursuit has been initiated in their district.

b.

When it becomes evident, through radio traffic and/or
AVL that
1.

Officers are self-dispatching into the pursuit or
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pursuit perimeter.
2.
c.

C.

Police vehicles in their district are paralleling a
pursuit in another district.

When they become aware that radio traffic about a single
pursuit is being broadcast on multiple radio channels.

2.

Monitor the AVL system and provide relevant information to
the controlling supervisor.

3.

Determine the availability of the Aviation Unit. If the Aviation
Unit is available, CCS shall immediately inform the Aviation
Unit of the pursuit and who the controlling supervisor is.

4.

While monitoring a pursuit in their district, convey pursuit
information to other dispatchers assigned to the adjoining
districts. The dispatchers of the adjoining districts shall notify
their respective sector supervisors, giving appropriate details as
needed, that a vehicular pursuit is occurring in a neighboring
district.

5.

Notify neighboring jurisdictions, when approved by the
controlling supervisor, when a pursuit appears to be or is
leaving the City of Cleveland and entering the neighboring
jurisdiction.

CCS supervisors (sworn and civilian) shall:
1.

Monitor the pursuit, provide assistance to the dispatcher(s)
when needed, and ensure a controlling supervisor has control
of the pursuit.

2.

Ensure the controlling supervisor is notified of the following
information as appropriate:
a.

If there are any code one priorities occurring in the same
or adjacent geographic areas.

b.

The number and speed of police vehicles that appear to
be involved in the pursuit as shown on the AVL and
CAD screens.

c.

Any signs of officers self-dispatching themselves into
the pursuit or pursuit perimeter.
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d.

Emergency activity of any other public safety vehicles in
the area, if known.

e.

In the event that a pursuit is terminated, monitor the AVL
to confirm that the involved vehicles have terminated
and notify the controlling supervisor.

f.

Any outside agencies involved in the pursuit, any
unusual road hazards or closures in the area, any
significant movements of police vehicles entering the
area of pursuit, and any police vehicles not directly
involved in the pursuit or other code one assignments
that are traveling at an excessive emergency response
speed.

In all instances, the controlling supervisor shall be the final authority
and be solely responsible for the management of a vehicular pursuit
regardless of what information may or may not be made available by
CCS.

Tactics
A.

The number of authorized emergency vehicles (units) engaged in a
pursuit should be limited to two vehicles (Primary and Secondary
Units). However, the number of authorized emergency vehicles
involved in the pursuit will vary with the circumstances during the
course of the pursuit. Supervisors involved in the actual pursuit shall
not be classified or function as the “Controlling supervisor”

B.

The decision to use specific pursuit driving tactics requires the same
assessments outlined in the factors to be considered for pursuit
initiation and termination. The following are tactics for officers / units
involved in the pursuit:

C.

Officers shall critically evaluate their driving skills and their vehicle’s
performance capabilities.

D.

Officers will distance themselves and their vehicles from other
involved vehicles such that they are able to see and avoid hazards or
react safely to maneuvers by the fleeing vehicle.

E.

Intersections present increased risks and the following tactics should
be considered:

F.

Available units not directly involved in the pursuit may proceed safely
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to controlled intersections ahead of the pursuit in an effort to warn
cross traffic.
G.

Pursuing units shall exercise due caution and slow down as may be
necessary for safe operation when proceeding through controlled
intersections.

H.

Officers shall not follow a pursued vehicle that is driving the wrong
way on a roadway by also driving the wrong way. Movement against
traffic flow is not authorized by CDP. In the event the pursued vehicle
does so, tactics to consider include:
1.

Maintaining visual contact with the pursued vehicle by driving
parallel on the correct side of the roadway or on a parallel
roadway. The emergency lights of the pursuing vehicles may
distract oncoming traffic and consideration should be given to
terminating the pursuit.

2.

Requesting other units to observe exits available to the suspect.

3.

Requesting assistance from an aviation unit when available.

4.

Notifying other law enforcement agencies if it appears the
pursuit may enter their jurisdiction.

I.

Officers involved in a pursuit should not attempt to pass other pursuit
units unless a specific situation indicates otherwise or they are
requested to do so by the primary unit. A clear understanding of the
maneuver process to be used must exist and be communicated
between the involved officers / units.

J.

TACTICS/PROCEDURES FOR UNITS NOT INVOLVED IN THE
PURSUIT:
1.

Officers should remain in their assigned area and should not
become involved with the pursuit unless directed otherwise by
a supervisor.

2.

Non-pursuing personnel needed at the termination of the
pursuit should respond in a non-emergency manner, observing
all traffic laws.

3.

The primary unit and secondary unit should be the only units
operating under emergency conditions (emergency lights and
siren) unless other units are assigned to the pursuit by a
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supervisor.
K.

MOTORCYCLES
The use of motorcycles in pursuits is discouraged and allowed only in
the most serious cases. Supervisors must consider terminating any
pursuit in which a motorcycle is involved for the safety of the officer.
If a pursuit involving a motorcycle is approved, then a distinctively
marked authorized emergency vehicle (e.g., patrol vehicle, sedan or
SUV) equipped with emergency lights and siren should replace a
police motorcycle as the primary and/or secondary pursuit unit as
soon as practicable.

L.

PROHIBITED TACTICS
The following actions or tactics are expressly prohibited in a vehicle
pursuit:

M.

1.

Roadblocks

2.

Caravanning

3.

Blocking or vehicle intercept (boxing)

4.

PIT maneuvers

5.

Ramming a suspect vehicle with a division owned or personal
vehicle.

6.

Following a vehicle the wrong way on a street or highway
(driving against traffic).

7.

Intentionally placing or positioning oneself in the path of a
suspect vehicle during a pursuit

8.

Reaching inside the pursued vehicle while it is moving or under
the control of the suspect

USE OF FORCE
1.

Officer initiated intentional vehicle-to-vehicle contact shall be
considered a use of force and follow the guidelines described
in GPO 2.1.01 Use of Force.

2.

Officers should not use deadly force in self-defense when the
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only deadly force used by the other person is an automobile.
Use of Force / Prohibited Actions / Shooting at or from moving
vehicles are controlling in this area and described in GPO
2.01.03
3.

N.

Officers shall not shoot at any part of a vehicle in an attempt to
disable the vehicle. The guidelines in GPO 2.01.03 Use of
Force shooting at or from moving vehicles are controlling in
this area.

APPREHENSION
Unless relieved by a supervisor, the primary pursuit unit’s officer
should coordinate efforts to apprehend the suspect when the pursuit
ends. Officers should consider the safety of the public and the
involved officers when formulating plans to contain and capture the
suspect. Officers shall use only that amount of force reasonably
necessary under the circumstances and in compliance with GPO
2.01.03 Use of Force to properly perform their lawful duties. It must
be stressed that apprehension of a suspect at the conclusion of a
pursuit requires restraint.

O.

Aviation Unit
1.

The Aviation Unit shall become the primary pursuit unit as
soon as it becomes engaged in the pursuit. All ground units
shall cease further ground pursuit, return to normal (nonemergency) vehicle operation, and await further instructions
from the controlling supervisor.

2.

The Aviation Unit shall work closely with the controlling
supervisor.
a.

Determine if ground pursuit is still needed or ensuring
that zone cars have terminated the ground pursuit.

b.

Assist the controlling supervisor to coordinate
movements of zone cars in the pursuit and pursuit
perimeter.

c.

Provide relevant information related to the pursuit such
as vehicular or pedestrian traffic within the pursuit
perimeter.
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3.

The Aviation Unit shall advise the controlling supervisor of the
suspect’s direction of travel and the location if the suspect stops
the vehicle.

4.

When approved by the controlling supervisor, the Aviation
Unit shall guide the ground units toward the suspect’s location.

5.

Ground units shall be aware that when multiple suspects
abandon a suspect vehicle, the Aviation Unit shall focus on the
driver and relay information as appropriate. However, an
armed vehicle occupant takes precedence over an unarmed
occupant.

6.

The Aviation Unit may continue to monitor a fleeing vehicle
and broadcast updated information after the controlling
supervisor has terminated the pursuit. Based on information
provided by the Aviation Unit (including if the pursued vehicle
has been parked or abandoned), the controlling supervisor may
have officers respond to the location of the pursued vehicle.

7.

The command and control of the Aviation Unit will remain
within the Aviation Unit’s Standard Operating Procedures.

Video Recording
A.

All officers shall activate their Body Worn Cameras (WCS)
immediately upon becoming involved in a vehicle pursuit. The use of
the In Car Camera (ICC) does not relieve the officer of this
responsibility.

B.

The controlling supervisor shall obtain a copy of any recordings of a
pursuit. If a copy cannot immediately be obtained the controlling
supervisor shall take custody of whatever storage medium (memory
card/stick, CD, DVD, tape) was used by the recording device
(including the recording device itself if necessary [cell phone, digital
audio recorder] regardless if it is City or member’s personal property)
and retain it until such time that a copy can be made. When a copy
has been created, the original storage medium may be returned to the
recording device. The transferred data shall be recorded onto a
portable digital storage medium (such as a DVD), given an RMS
number and entered into evidence according to established
procedures. Member’s personal property shall be returned back to the
member as soon as reasonably possible once the recordings have been
saved into evidence.
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The existence of any video and/or audio recordings of the pursuit is
considered evidence and shall be noted on the Vehicle Pursuit Report.

Protocols Involving Outside Agencies
A.

The controlling supervisor shall immediately notify CCS that a
pursuit is about to enter another jurisdiction and whether assistance is
needed.

B.

When another agency has a pursuit entering Cleveland the sector
supervisors shall monitor the pursuit via CCS and determine if
Cleveland police vehicles shall be permitted to join the pursuit. This
policy goes into effect whenever Cleveland police vehicles are
involved in or assisting with another agencies pursuit inside
Cleveland.

C.

Cleveland Division of Police personnel may engage in pursuits
initiated by outside agencies only to the extent that they meet the
standards of engagement as articulated in this General Police Order.

D.

Officers shall not join a pursuit initiated by another law enforcement
agency unless requested to do so by the agency and approved by their
unit supervisor or a sector supervisor.

E.

CCS shall coordinate communications between the Division and
outside agencies ensuring relevant information is exchanged.
Relevant information shall include: reason for pursuit,
location/direction of pursuit, vehicle/occupant description, and the
deployment of tire deflation devices or other law enforcement actions
or tactics. This shall be done regardless of which agency initiated the
pursuit or is assisting.

F.

The coordination of any resultant criminal investigation shall be the
responsibility of the initiating agency. The handling of accidents will
generally be the responsibility of the agency in whose jurisdiction the
accident occurs.

G.

Any involved agency may request a debriefing/review of another
involved agency for the purposes of its own investigation or critique.

H.

In the event that a pursuit initiated by an outside agency is lost or
terminated and the vehicle/suspect is still at large and a Cleveland
police officer reacquires the vehicle/suspect, the officer shall contact
CCS to determine if the originating agency wants to reinitiate the
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pursuit. If not, then the Cleveland police shall not become involved in
a pursuit, unless there are reasons, as listed in Section I of this General
Police Order, to justify a fresh pursuit.
I.

If an outside agency reinitiates the pursuit, that agency shall become
the primary agency and the incident will be viewed as a new pursuit.

XII. Training
In addition to initial training on vehicle pursuits provided to recruits and
lateral entry officers by the Training Division, officers will participate in
supplemental pursuit training annually. This training will address the
Department’s policy, the importance of safe driving and protecting the
public at all times. Training will include recognition of the need to balance
the known or suspected offense and the need for immediate capture against
the risks posed by any vehicle pursuit to officers and others. Officers who
do not attend annual training shall not initiate or participate in pursuits.
XIII. Investigation and Administrative Review of Pursuits
A.

All pursuits require the completion of the Vehicle Pursuit Form and
all forms shall be faxed to the Inspection Unit.

B.

Pursuits that do not result in property damage or injury require only
the completion of the Vehicle Pursuit Form. This form shall be faxed
to the Inspection Unit and forwarded to the respective Deputy Chief
in that chain of command. Upon review by the Deputy Chief, the form
shall be forwarded to the Inspection Unit.

C.

All pursuits that result in accidents where property damage, injury, or
death occurs shall be the subject of an investigation. The investigation
shall be conducted by the superior officer of the controlling supervisor
who monitored the pursuit. If that supervisor was also involved in the
pursuit, it shall be investigated by the superior officer next in that
chain of command.
1.

The investigating supervisor shall:
a.

Ensure that the investigation includes a review of the
dispatch recordings, available AVL data, and audio or
video recordings of the pursuit prior to finalizing and
submitting any findings.

b.

Produce an investigative package that will include a
Form-1 synopsis and evaluation of the event. The Form-
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1 shall address whether actions taken by Division
members were appropriate and in compliance with
Division rules and procedures. The package shall also
include as applicable; the original Vehicle Pursuit Form,
copies of RMS and/or AIU reports, officer injury reports,
PIT investigations, and any audio or video recordings of
the pursuit.
c.

2.

Each supervisor in the chain of command shall, within seven
days of receipt of the package, review and assess the actions
taken by the members involved and determine if those actions
were appropriate and in compliance with Division rules and
procedures. Supervisors deviating from the seven day
requirement shall submit a Form-1 explaining the reason for
the delay and request an extension.

3.

Each reviewing superior officer shall endorse the investigative
package with their determination as to whether or not members
followed Division directives.

4.

Upon endorsement by the respective Deputy Chief the package
shall be forwarded to the Inspection Unit for an administrative
review.
a.

b.

D.

Within seven days of the incident forward the package
through the chain of command of the controlling
supervisor.

The Inspection Unit shall:
1.

Review the supervisor's investigative package.

2.

Conduct any additional investigation that may be
required.

3.

Complete a report including a determination as to
the members’ adherence to Division directives.

The administrative review package shall be attached to
the supervisor's investigative package and delivered to
the Chief's Office. Upon review by the Chief’s Office,
the investigative packages shall be returned to the
Inspection Unit for filing.

The PIT shall be called to any scene involving a fatality or hospital
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confining injury and shall have investigative authority over the
pursuit related crash only, not the pursuit. Upon endorsement by the
Deputy Chief of Homeland Special Operations the crash investigative
package shall be forwarded to the Chief's Office. Upon review by the
Chief’s Office, the PIT investigative package shall be forwarded to
the Inspection Unit for filing.
XIV. Upon completion of the investigation and administrative review of a
vehicular pursuit that results in a serious injury or death, officers involved
in such a pursuit shall attend a block of instruction on the subject of vehicle
pursuits. Attendance at this training shall also serve as an additional
debriefing of events to give vehicle pursuit instructors additional
background information on the subject matter.
XV. CCS shall note in the "Chief's Items of Interest" all vehicle pursuits and
provide detailed information about any related deaths, injuries or property
damage.
XVI. Data and Reporting
The CDP shall keep data related to vehicle pursuits including number of
pursuits, reasons for pursuits, starting and termination points, distance and
duration, speed of pursuit, pursuit suspect demographics, disposition of
pursuits, and termination of pursuits. Tactics utilized, damages associated
with pursuits, injuries associated with pursuits, discipline and complaints
associated with pursuits. The data shall be analyzed annually and released
publicly in conjunction with the Divisions Annual Use of Force Report.
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VEHICLE PURSUITS

The LVMPD strives to balance the need to apprehend criminals versus the risk and
liabilities a pursuit entails for the officer, subjects involved and the community at
large. The primary goal of the officer and supervisor conducting a vehicle pursuit is
the safety of innocent citizens, officers, and those attempting to flee.

50

TOTAL VEHICLE PURSUITS
in 2018

45

Felony‐Related
Pursuit Incidents

12% increase compared to 2017

1

Misdemeanor‐Related
Pursuit Incident
8% decrease compared to 2017

4

Traffic‐Related
Pursuit Incidents

4% decrease compared to 2017
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VEHICLE PURSUITS
The LVMPD engages in vehicle pursuits to arrest offenders when necessary to protect the people in our community.
Pursuits are conducted only for a violent felony or in circumstances where the subject presents a clear and immediate
danger to the public. The LVMPD strives to balance the need to apprehend criminals versus the risk and liabilities a pursuit
entails for the officer, subjects involved and the community at large. The primary goal of the officer and supervisor
conducting a vehicle pursuit is the safety of innocent citizens, officers, and whenever possible, those attempting to flee.
Please note, in some cases, percentages may not total 100%, as they are rounded to the nearest whole percent.

VEHICLE PURSUITS OVERVIEW
50

There were a total of 217 vehicle pursuit incidents during the
5‐year period. In 2018, there were 50 vehicle pursuits, which
was no change from the number of pursuits in 2017. When
compared to the 5‐year average, the number of pursuits which
occurred in 2018 was 7 incidents higher than the average.
Vehicle pursuits ranged from a low of 33 in 2014 to a high of 50
in both 2017 and 2018.
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INITIAL REASON FOR PURSUIT
50
40

In 2018, pursuits were initiated for felony offenses 90% of the
time. Violent felonies were predominantly noted as the initial
reason for the pursuit during 2018. Violent felony pursuits were
most likely to conclude by the following methods: pursued
vehicle involved in an accident, discontinued by law
enforcement agency or pursued vehicle voluntarily stopped.
Damages resulting from a violent felony pursuit most often
consisted of the subject vehicle only (six incidents). Injuries
resulting from a violent felony pursuit most often included the
subject only and the subject and an uninvolved citizen(s).
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In some instances, a vehicle pursuit may be initiated for traffic or misdemeanor offenses when the officer determines the
subject vehicle presents a clear and immediate danger to the public. During 2018, officers initiated 5 pursuits related to
traffic or misdemeanor offenses. In one incident, the pursuing officer observed reckless driving and in another the officer
believed the subject intentionally rammed the patrol vehicle. The remaining three incidents were license plate violations.
Three incidents resulted in an arrest. Subjects were arrested for charges such as Assault with Deadly Weapon – Protected
Person, Felony Evading, DUI – 2nd, Duty to Stop at Accident with Attended Vehicle/Property Damage, Drive with
Suspended License, DUI – Alcohol, Possess Document/Personal ID to Establish False Proof of Age, to name a few. The three
incidents that resulted in arrest also involved an accident. The remaining two pursuits were discontinued by the officer
once it was determined that the dangers created by the pursuit outweighed the need for immediate apprehension.

PURSUIT INITIATION AND TERMINATION POINTS
2018 Pursuits
Bolden

4%

Convention Center

2%

12%

12%

Downtown

8%

Enterprise
Northeast

6%

12%

Northwest
South Central
Southeast
Spring Valley
Other Jurisdiction

16%

10%
18%

In 2018, NEAC had the highest number of vehicle pursuits initiated within its borders with 9 pursuits, followed by EAC with
8 pursuits. Of the 9 area commands, BAC and NEAC each experienced an increase of 10%, the largest increase when
compared to 2017. DTAC had the largest decrease in initiated pursuit events, decreasing from 16% in 2017 to 6% in 2018.
When compared to the 5‐year average, the number of 2018 pursuits initiated in NEAC was 6% higher than the average,
the largest increase, while DTAC was 5% lower than the average, the largest decrease.
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2018 Pursuits
Bolden

8%
12%
6%
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8%

Downtown
Enterprise

12%
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Northeast
Northwest
South Central

14%

12%

Southeast
Spring Valley

12%

14%

Other Jurisdiction

In 2018, the highest number of vehicle pursuits concluded within the borders of EAC and NEAC with 7 pursuits each.
DTAC had the fewest pursuits end within its borders with 1 pursuit. BAC had the greatest increase from 4% of
terminations in 2017 to 12% in 2018. When compared to the 5‐year average, the rate of pursuits which ended in BAC in
2018 was 2% higher than the average. DTAC had the largest decrease in pursuits that concluded within its borders
having decreased from 18% in 2017 to 2% in 2018. When compared to the 5‐year average, the rate of 2018 pursuits
which concluded in DTAC was 7% lower than the average.

PURSUIT DISTANCE AND DURATION
50
40
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20

Thirty‐eight percent of 2018 vehicle pursuit incidents were
10
concluded in 1 mile or less, which is a 6% increase from
2017. When compared to the 5‐year average, the rate of
0
2018 pursuits which concluded in 1 mile or less was 5%
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
higher than the average. Eighty percent of 2018 pursuits
0 to 1 mile
1.1 to 2 miles
2.1 to 5 miles
were concluded within 5 miles or less. Of those pursuits
5.1 to 10 miles
Beyond 10 miles Unk
concluded within 5 miles or less, 38% were discontinued by
either the involved officer, a sergeant or a watch commander/area lieutenant or above.
Ten pursuit incidents spanned more than 5, but less than 10 miles. When compared to 2017, this is a 12% increase. When
compared to the 5‐year average, the number of 2018 pursuit incidents which spanned more than 5, but less than 10 miles
was 7% higher than the average.
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6%

2018 Pursuits
1‐5 min

2%

12%

6‐10 min
11‐15 min
Unk
80%

In 2018, 80% of pursuits lasted between 1 and 5 minutes,
which is a 2% increase from 2017. Twenty‐three percent of
pursuits which lasted between 1 and 5 minutes were
discontinued by a law enforcement agency, while 18% concluded with the subject vehicle voluntarily stopping. When
compared to the 5‐year average, the number of 2018 pursuits lasting between 1 and 5 minutes was 10% higher than the
average.

PURSUIT SPEED
4%

2018 Pursuits

12%

0‐19 mph

4%
2%
18%

20‐39 mph
40‐59 mph
60‐79 mph

When a subject presents a clear and immediate danger to
the public, LVMPD officers may engage in a vehicle pursuit
while exercising reasonable care for persons and property.
When considering acceptable pursuit speeds, the need for
immediate apprehension should outweigh the dangers
created by the pursuit itself.

80‐99 mph
100‐119 mph

38%

22%

Unk

Sixty percent of 2018 vehicle pursuit incidents reached maximum speeds ranging from 60 to 99mph. This is a 10% increase
when compared to 2017, in which 50% of pursuit incidents fell within this range. When compared to the 5‐year average,
the number of 2018 vehicle pursuit incidents which reached maximum speeds ranging from 60 to 99mph was 9% higher
than the average. In 2018, 24% of vehicle pursuits yielded maximum speeds below 60mph. This is a decrease of 10% from
2017 where 34% of pursuits fell within this range. When compared to the 5‐year average, the number of pursuits that
yielded a maximum speed below 60mph in 2018 was 11% lower than the average. Pursuits exceeded 100mph in 12% of
2018 pursuits, which is an increase of 4% compared to 2017. When compared to the 5‐year average, the number of
pursuits that exceeded 100mph in 2018 was 1% higher than the average. On average, over the 5‐year period, 63% of
pursuit incidents reached speeds in excess of 60mph.
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PURSUIT SHIFT

In 2018, vehicle pursuit incidents were most likely to occur
on grave shift. Grave shift accounted for 48% of 2018
incidents, which is an increase of 18% from 2017. When
compared to the 5‐year grave shift average, the rate of
pursuits which occurred during grave shift in 2018 was 10%
higher than the average. In 2018, grave shift pursuits were
most likely to occur between 0401‐0600 hours.
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In 2018, 32% of vehicle pursuits occurred during swing
Grave
Day
Swing
shift, which is a 10% decrease when compared to 2017.
When compared to the 5‐year swing shift average, the rate of pursuits which occurred during swing shift in 2018 was 3%
lower than the average. Swing shift pursuits in 2018 were most likely to occur between 2001‐0000 hours.
In 2018, 20% of vehicle pursuits occurred during day shift, which is a decrease of 8% when compared to 2017. When
compared to the 5‐year day shift average, the proportion of day shift pursuits in 2018 was 6% lower than the average.
Pursuits on day shift were most likely to occur between 1401‐1600 hours.

PURSUIT SUBJECT DEMOGRAPHICS
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In 2018, the subject involved in a vehicle pursuit was Hispanic in 34% of instances. When compared to 2017, the
percentage of Hispanic subjects increased 12 percent. When compared to the 5‐year average, the number of Hispanic
subjects involved in a pursuit in 2018 was 11% higher than the average. White subjects were involved in 30% of vehicle
pursuits in 2018, which is an increase of 2% from 2017. When compared to the 5‐year average, the number of white
subjects involved in a vehicle pursuit in 2018 was 3% higher than the average. Vehicle pursuits involving black subjects
comprised of 24% of the incidents in 2018, which is a decrease of 12% from 2017. When compared to the 5‐year average,
the rate of a black subject being involved in a vehicle pursuit in 2018 was 8% lower than the average. The subject’s ethnicity
was unknown in 10% of 2018 pursuit incidents.
The subject of a vehicle pursuit was predominantly male. Males accounted for 90% of the incidents in 2018. When
compared to 2017, this is an increase of 6 percent. The percentage of male subjects in 2018 was 8% higher than the 5‐
year average. The subject was female in 4% of 2018 incidents. When compared to 2017, this is a decrease of 6 percent.
The percentage of female subjects in 2018 was 3% lower than the 5‐year average. The subject’s gender was unknown in
6% of 2018 pursuit incidents.
In 2018, the majority of pursuits involved subjects who were in their twenties (34%) or thirties (24 percent). The
percentage of involved subjects in their twenties in 2018 increased 4% when compared to 2017. When compared to the
5‐year average, the number of involved subjects in their twenties in 2018 was 3% higher than the average. The percentage
of involved subjects in their thirties in 2018 decreased 4% when compared to 2017. The rate of the involved subjects being
in their thirties in 2018 was 3% higher than the 5‐year average. Subjects under the age of 19 encompassed 16% of pursuit
incidents in 2018, which is a decrease of 2% when compared to 2017.

USE OF THE AIR UNIT DURING A PURSUIT
The LVMPD employs several tactics and tools to ensure the
safe conclusion of a police vehicle pursuit. One tool utilized
by officers is the assistance of the air unit. Whenever
possible, the air unit is dispatched to respond to the police
vehicle pursuit, and ultimately assumes primary radio
responsibilities for the event. Upon the arrival of the air unit,
ground units are afforded the opportunity to cease
emergency operations, reduce speeds and discontinue visual
contact of the pursued vehicle while the air unit commences
surveillance. These actions, in turn, greatly reduce the
potential dangers a pursuit creates for officers and citizens,
while still providing for the safe apprehension of subjects.

2018 Pursuits
Responded and
Assisted

30%
44%

Not Requested
Concluded Prior
to Arrival
Unavailable

10%
16%

In 2018, the LVMPD air unit responded to 22 of the 50 pursuit incidents (44 percent). Twenty‐one incidents were related
to felony crimes. The air unit arrived prior to the conclusion of the pursuit and assisted during the pursuit in 15 incidents.
On 7 occasions, the air unit arrived following the conclusion of the pursuit, but assisted on a subsequent foot pursuit,
perimeter or accident scene. In 5 instances, the pursuit concluded prior to the air unit’s arrival. In 15 incidents, the air unit
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was unavailable, grounded or not yet on duty. The air unit was not requested in 8 incidents. Each of those 8 incidents
lasted between 1 and 3 minutes.

PURSUIT DISCONTINUED BY LAW ENFORCEMENT

A vehicle pursuit may be initiated based on a pursuing
officer’s assessment that the pursuit is the best available
option at the time and meets the requirements set forth by
Department policy. The decision to pursue is often made
under difficult, unpredictable and rapidly changing
circumstances. For these reasons, it is the philosophy of the
LVMPD to require immediate supervisory authorization for
a pursuit and on‐going supervisory control of a pursuit.
Considering the totality of circumstances, in some cases, the
best course of action may be not to pursue or to discontinue
a pursuit already in progress.
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In 2018, 19 vehicle pursuits were discontinued by law enforcement. Five were discontinued by the involved officer, 7 by
the sergeant and 7 by the watch commander/area lieutenant or above. When compared to 2017, the number of pursuits
discontinued by law enforcement in 2018 decreased by 10 percent. When compared to the 5‐year average, the number
of pursuits discontinued in 2018 was 3 incidents higher than the average. In 2018, the involved officer discontinued 3
fewer pursuits than the previous year, while the watch commander/area lieutenant or above discontinued 2 more than
the previous year. Almost 2 times as many pursuits were discontinued in 2018 (19) than in 2014 (10).

PURSUIT INTERVENTION TECHNIQUES
In instances where a pursuit is deemed necessary for the
arrest of an offender to protect the people in our
community, the LVMPD may, on occasion, utilize an
intervention technique to safely end the pursuit. In 2018,
intervention techniques were used on 4 occasions, 2 uses
of stop sticks and 2 Pursuit Intervention Techniques (PIT).
Of the 2 uses each, both the stop sticks and PIT were successful on 1 occasion and unsuccessful on 1 occasion. The number
of intervention techniques utilized decreased by 1 from 2017 to 2018. Overall, the number of applications has remained
relatively consistent from 2014 to 2018, with the range of use being between 4 and 6 applications per year.
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PURSUIT ACCIDENTS
8%

4%

In 2018, an accident occurred in 26 of the 50 pursuits. In 19 of
those incidents, officers were actively pursuing the subject at
the time of the accident. The air unit arrived and assisted with
the pursuit in 10 incidents that involved accidents. Of the 26
accidents, 23 were initiated for felony‐related offenses, 1 for a
misdemeanor‐related offense and 2 for traffic‐related offenses.

2018 Pursuits
Felony
Misdemeanor
Traffic
88%

Of the 2018 vehicle pursuits involving an accident, 7 incidents originated in NEAC and 5 incidents originated in EAC. NEAC
was the termination point in 6 pursuits involving an accident, while EAC was the termination point in 5 pursuits involving
an accident.
In 2018, 38% of vehicle pursuit incidents involving an accident were concluded in 1 mile or less. Eighty‐one percent of
2018 vehicle pursuit incidents involving an accident were concluded within 5 miles or less. Five vehicle pursuit incidents
involving an accident in 2018 spanned more than 5, but less than 10 miles. In 2018, all pursuits involving an accident
concluded within 15 minutes or less. In pursuits involving an accident in 2018, the duration of a pursuit was most
commonly between 1 and 5 minutes (85 percent).
A pursuit involving an accident was most likely to occur during grave shift (46%), with 19% of all accidents occurring
between 0401‐0600hrs. Day shift and swing shift each accounted for 27% of accidents. Seven of the 26 accidents occurred
on a Wednesday (27 percent).

DAMAGES RESULTING FROM A PURSUIT
2018 Pursuits

In 2018, there were 26 incidents where damages resulted from
a vehicle pursuit accident, which is an increase of 7 incidents
from 2017. When compared to the 5‐year average, the number
of 2018 incidents where damages resulted from a vehicle
pursuit accident was 8 higher than the average.
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Damages were most likely to occur to the subject vehicle only, accounting for 35% of all damages. This type of damage
increased from no incidents in 2017 to 9 incidents in 2018. When compared to the 5‐year average, damages to subject
vehicle only in 2018 was 19% higher than the average. The pursued subject vehicle and property accounted for 19% of all
damages in 2018. When compared to 2017, this type of damage decreased 2 percent. In 2018, damage to the subject
vehicle and property was 9% lower than the 5‐year average. Damages to the subject vehicle and an uninvolved citizen(s)
vehicle accounted for 15% of 2018 damages, which is a decrease of 37% from 2017.

INJURIES RESULTING FROM A PURSUIT

In 2018, injuries resulted from a vehicle pursuit accident in 18% of all pursuits. This is a 2% increase compared to the
percentage of 2017 pursuits which resulted in injury. When compared to the 5‐year average, the percentage of pursuits
which resulted in injuries was 3% higher than the average. Pursuits where injuries occurred to the subject and officer(s)
increased from no incidents in 2017 to 2 incidents in 2018. There was no change in the number of injuries to the subject
only from 2017 to 2018. Injuries to both the uninvolved citizen(s) only as well as the subject and uninvolved citizen(s)
decreased by 1 incident from 2017 to 2018.

ACCOUNTABILITY

The LVMPD Internal Affairs Bureau received 3 vehicle pursuit allegations in 2018. When compared to 2017, there is no
change. However, when compared to the 5‐year average, 2018 received 2 fewer allegations than the average. In 2018, no
policy violation was the finding in 1 incident. In 2018, no allegations were sustained, the investigation established that
misconduct occurred. Other findings in 2018 following the investigation of a vehicle pursuit allegation included: supervisor
intervention and dismissed by Citizen Review Board.
All pursuits are thoroughly investigated for adherence to procedures and tactics. The Pursuit Review Committee (PRC),
created in 2011, reviews vehicle pursuit reports, radio traffic and body‐worn camera footage quarterly in order to make
recommendations for policy changes or modifications in the training curriculum. The PRC generates awareness reports as
a means to lead discussions and to deliver relevant training in a briefing setting.
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The LVMPD continues its commitment to being transparent and accountable in all aspects of use of force and vehicle
pursuits. The findings within this report have assisted the Department in identifying emerging trends and implementing
additional training and practices as they relate to deadly and non‐deadly use of force and vehicle pursuits.
The Department holds the sanctity of human life to the highest regard and therefore, critically investigates every use of
force incident, whether deadly or non‐deadly, every vehicle pursuit incident and all correlating data in order to use lessons
learned to update policy, procedures and training. The findings of these investigations hold our officers accountable for
their actions and allows them to develop as a result of their experience. The force investigation model used by LVMPD is
one of continuous, critical self‐analysis that results in adjustments to training, policy and education within the agency. The
continued critical review of these incidents and transparency will continue to be a priority for the Department.
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